
 
MINNESOTA WILD 3, CAROLINA HURRICANES 1 

 Postgame Notes – April 2, 2022 
 
 

 

CAROLINA HURRICANES SCORING NOTES 
Per Time Goal Scorer Assists STR Score 
3 13:41 Teuvo Teravainen (18) Sebastian Aho (38), Jaccob Slavin (34) EV 3-1 MIN 
 
MINNESOTA WILD SCORING NOTES 
Per Time Goal Scorer Assists STR Score 
1 10:20 Mats Zuccarello (20) Kirill Kaprizov (46), Jared Spurgeon (25) PP 1-0 MIN 
2 4:10 Dmitry Kulikov (5) Tyson Jost (10), Jonas Brodin (22) EV 2-0 MIN 
3 7:24 Kirill Kaprizov (39) Mats Zuccarello (49), Ryan Hartman (25) EV 3-0 MIN 
   
DYNAMIC DUO 
Sebastian Aho tallied the primary assist on Teuvo Teravainen’s third-period goal tonight, extending both of their 
respective point streaks. Aho (3/22-4/2: 4g, 4a) and Teravainen (3/22-4/2: 2g, 8a) have now each earned a point 
in seven consecutive games. The two Finns have each recorded a point on the same goal three times in their last 
two games (3/31-4/2), and their 39 goal combinations this season are four shy of their most in any season (2018-
19: 43). Tonight’s game marked the end of Teravainen’s six-game assist streak (3/22-3/31: 3/22-3/31: 8a) and 
Aho’s three-game goal streak (3/28-3/31: 3g). Teravainen’s streak ranked tied with Jesperi Kotkaniemi (12/12-1/7: 
7a) for the longest assist streak by any Hurricanes player in 2021-22. 
 
SLAVIN AWAY 
Jaccob Slavin registered an assist tonight, and he has now posted five assists in his last five games (3/26-4/2), 
including three assists in his last two contests (3/31-4/2). Slavin’s 34 assists this season mark his single-season 
career high, and he trails only Tony DeAngelo (35) for the lead in that category among Hurricanes defensemen. 
 
THAT’S WILD 
The Wild played at PNC Arena tonight for the first time in 847 days. Carolina and Minnesota last met in Raleigh 
on 12/7/19, as the Hurricanes did not face any West Division teams last season. Carolina is now 4-1-0 in the 
team’s last five meetings at PNC Arena dating back to 3/16/17, and the Hurricanes are 9-2-0-2 all-time as the 
home team against the Wild, including one game played in Helsinki on 10/8/10. 
 
SPECIAL TEAMS 
- Carolina went 0-for-2 on the power play tonight and is now 48-for-200 (24.0%) on the man-advantage this 

season. The Hurricanes were 1-for-2 on the penalty kill and are now 208-for-236 (88.1%) on the kill this 
season. 

- Minnesota went 1-for-2 on the power play tonight and is now 42-for-201 (20.9%) on the man-advantage this 
season. The Wild were 2-for-2 on the penalty kill and are now 166-for-217 (76.5%) on the kill this season. 

 
SHOTS BY PERIOD 

TEAMS 1st 2nd 3rd OT Total 
Minnesota 8 7 4 - 19 
Carolina 11 15 12 - 38 

 


